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OPTICAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF CARBON DIOXIDE LASER FUSION SYSTSMS
USING INTERFEROMETRY AND FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES*

V. K. Viswanathan
University of California

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract

The optical design and analysis of the LASL carbon dioxide laser fusion systems
required the use of techniques that are quite different from the currently used nethod in
conventional optical deeign probleme. The neceesity for thie is explored and the method
that hae been successfully used at Los Alamos to understand these systeme is discuseed
with ●xamplea. Thie method involves characterization of the various optical c~mponents
in their mounts by a Zernike polynomial setl and using fast Fourier transform tech-
nique to propagate the beam, taking diffraction and other nonlinear effects that occur
in theee types o~ aiy9tam9 into account. The varioue programs used Eor analysis are
briefly di~cussed.

Introduction——

The MSL CO
f

laser fugion syster,m resemble conventional electro-optical sy9tems
that form an aer al image in the focal plane and also have a lot in common with typical
la9er optical 9y9tems. The correspondence with image-forming conventional electro-
optical systemq arises From the fact that there are afocal and focusing subsections in
the C02 laser fueion systems, and spatial filters are used to clean up the beam in a
faehion similar to those i,, typical, laser systems. In most of the conventional optical
9ystems, the emphaeis is on optimization of the optical transfer function properties And
the tolerance analysis Is based on $airly well-understood departures from the nom.nal
eituation for the optical components and the mi.ealignments. ~n C02 laser fusion
3y9tens, the focusinq properties of an optical system, like the Strehl ratio, irradiance
and ancircled ●nergy distribution are relevant parameter9 of interest. These ~ystems
invariably are naminally diffraction-limi:ed and the departures in performance from the
ideal situation are caused by (1) the large components like the sixteen-inch sodium
chloride windowe; the micromachined mirrors, etc., which are not made by the conventional
pollahing processes and hence exhibit different imperfection from the conventional
optical element9; (2) the poseible nonlinear ●ffects which can affect the phase and
intensity of the beam.

Further, the LASL C02 laser fusion system9 pr~sent some unique problems that
prevent conventional technique (dependent on ray tracing used in optical design pro-
qrsm) being used in an effective fashicn. Some of tt!sseproblems are (1! :iaht spatial
fllterg are used in the CIJ2 laser fusion system9 and methods based on ray tracing
cannot handle this situation properly. :2) Tl?ere are large enouqh separations between
components that di5Eraction propagation of aberrated beame hae to be explicitly taken
into account. (3) State-of-the-art COVP1 com?onenta like dtamond-pelnt turned notisal
el*men~~ and 9ixt~en-inch 9.JdiUIIIchloride wlndow8, which contribute ?ea’?ily to the
c?9terioration of the optical quality o? ths beam, have to be properly accounted ~~r.
~~presentdt~on of these surfacee by aspheric terms or trigonometric functions ar 3 com-
bination ~f them ?p?eers inadequate and it :s not sbvious how easily one ,:an represen?
them in an efficient fashion using spline fit surfaces. (4) High anrl low ?resnel numbers
ar~ enrounkermrlat different pa~t9 or t!:~sy~tems. (5) Nonlinea~ ettec:s in the system
which result in phase and the intensity of the beam being altered spatialLy have to be
taken int~ proper account. (5) Exi9ting progrsms which are capable of +,andling come Iof
the peculiar problsms of c02 la.eer fluslon systems ~re proprietary Snd prohibitive,:
expensive to use and are not capable of running fn a streamlined Eashion.

As a consequence, i~ became necsssary to consider an approach (based on a combizati>n
of proqrams), which ,was custom-tailared :0 CO,~ laser 5,Js{on systems. We next 3ectinn
,#egcribeg tke procedure that evnlved and br:efly describes the proqrams, Subsequent
ssctions give examplqs af how “:!l:,s-srocerlurewas used ta predict and ,anal:,,zekh,epsrf.qr-
mlnce cilaracterls?icsof these 9y9k9ms.
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Description of the Procedure findthe Various ?rograms
Used in the ~~sis

It became quite clear that the proper representation and characterization of the
optical components in the system was essential to analyze and understand the optical
performance of the sy9tem. It also became obvious that the diffraction propagation of a
coherent beam had to be taken into account, representation of each element by a method
which enabled a qood connection with the well known aberrations in conventional optical
design, engineering and manufacturing is desirabl~. One practical interface is to deal
-#it!lthe optical path differences (OPD) irltroduced by each optical element. However,
just a map of the OPD in many instances is not enough to provide the physical insight aa
EO the rols that ccmponent is playinq in the oterall optical performance of the system.
On the other hand, use of a polynomial set like the Zernike polynomials results in an
understanding of the role played hy each compnent.3 consequently, the choice was ~
method which could use either the OPD (which 19 capable of better accuracy) or the
‘zernikepolynomial set (which provideg better insight).

In practice, tne program FRINGE fits this scheme perfectly. Fizeau or ~yman-Green
interferograms at .633 micron9 wav?iength are made of the actual manufactured compo-
nents. These are <igitized uging the program cDFL and serve as input data to FRING5.
FRINGE uses a global polynomial to repregent the fringe data, which has the general form:

Z = a. + al :1 (x,y) + azfz(x,y) + . . . ..+anfn(x ,y),

where n is the number of terms and fn(x,y) is the Zernike pol:momial in ?WO dimen-
sion. The maximum number of termg currently used in the program is 36. The fitting is
done using the method of least squareg and the minimiza :ion re9ults in a system of linea~
equations. These are solved 5y the use OE a modified ;ram-Schmidt method of constructing
orthogonal polynomials. 4 Zernike polynomials at 10.6 microns are computed for each
component and stored in a File called ABR. These serve as input to the diffraction
propagation proqram LOTS.

LOTS hzs been degiqned to compute the performance of the MSL C02 laser fusion
systems in terms of beam quality and ●nergy. The laser pulge tg ~reated as a two di,men-
9ional complex amp]itude distribution. The principal operations per~ormed on thig
distribution include: 1) diffraction propagation; 2) preparation through aberrated
optical component, which can be represented by the Zernike polynomial set data reduced
from lnterferograms or in the form of random wavefronts of specieled statistics; 3)
propagation through spatial filters: 4) propagation through nonlinear amplification and
absorption regio~s; 5) propagation through clear apertures of arbitrary shape.

In principle it is similar to tha siygtem optical quality code cr:ginally developed by
Siegman ana Sziklas to deal with the oropaqation of hiqh-energy :aser beamg. However,
LOTS is custom tai~arsd to she LASL C02 la~er fusion systems and the version discugged
here uses a 54 K 64 matrix and runs in about 52,:1011 octal versug an estimated minimum of
140,000 acta.1 :or inosc systeme optical qual ty cades. LOTS runs khrouqh me ?ncire Leg
of the !7eIios syskem, consisting of appr~x;matelf 100 optical component9 in about 20
second9 on the CDC’6600. This low core and fagt execution time .make9 ‘.t.quifeconv~nient
::),J3@. A larger ver?ion which allows iliqher rogolut~on Of dif~raction detail by C% use
.>f wry large matrfc99 !s currently in the process of being implemented st LOS A;amos.
LOTS orap~:a~eg the ~omplg~ valued .#avQfront ~s:~q cliffrac”ion calculations and repr?-
sent3 -*he .aser pulse 19 a two-dimen9ienal samplex array. It should be ?oiated out thak
:he finf.ket=mporal xi3th of the pu!:e i9 net 5reat9d, 3ince nnly the ;patis~ ~ar:ations
Ln Zhe wavefr~nt hr9 ef interest in aptical desian and enqineerinq gikuations. T~~ .#a*-e-
E:ont computations precesd from the oscillator throuqh the v~rious optical components (as
rquregent~d bv ?heir reg?ectiv~ Zernike pol,ynnmj.alqet ar as randcm ‘.$av.e~rantsof 5p@ci-
‘ied statistics), .sPetial tilter9,b ampl!fyinq media, (gain is computed using the Franz-
Nodvlk equations or the ?ssults of khe LASL rate equation codes), ~aturable absorbers,
anti clear apertures a9 E!l~v sequential;/ occur in Ehe actual Sygtem, thus ,di:ectly siin,d-
! .atinq ~!le oDtic31 trzln f:em ~nd to +nd. .mh,e +.Stre. ~ ~atio, the ancircled energy ~nd
i:radiance Ii.;tributions can be printed a,~t ak any sf the sts:iang in the chain. We
intensi:v ~istri!xltion of ~he laser ~eam is ,dlsplayedby ~.scmetricplots or by Yrsy scale
Yaps. The phase of ~!lewavefront can be dispLa@ !n the form of !nterferbqrams or phuse
llap?l.
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Strehl ratio, the irradiance and encircled energy distributions, the amplitude and phase

of the wavefront, etc., are computed and displayed as desired.

Optical Analysis of the Helios C02 Laser Fusio~ System

The Relics system, currently operational, has deliversd more than 10 kJ in a 0.5
nanosecond pulse. This system has been analyzed from end to end using the techniques
described earlier in this paper. A few representative examples which illustrate the waya
in which optical engineering and design decisions can be made are discussed in this
section.

F!gure 1 shows the optical schematic of me of the eight beams in the Helios system
(the other seven beams are optically similar). Briefly, a nominal nanosecond pulse is
switched out of a TEA oscillator and undergoes three stages of TEA preamplification and
beam splitting before entering the final amplifiers. Each of the beams is then amplitied
to nearly 1400 joules from a roughly 100 mJ input. Figure 2 shows the optical schematic
and the beam path through one of the final amplifiers. Optically, the final amplifier is
a triple pass, 17” afocal off-axis Gre?orian telescope. A 100 mJ, nearly 2 cm collimated
beam increases in energy to nearly 3 joule9 in the first pass, strikes a turning mirror
and is focused at the spatial fi!ter. The beam then diverges and is deflected by another
Flat turning mirror and ita energy in this second di’Jerginqpass reaches 300 jaules. The
beam diameter increases to roughly 34 sm and after double pasainq the saturable absorber
cell. and its salt window* and being recollimated, the energy is reduced to abou: L50
joules. After the third amplification pass, Ehe eneryy in the col?.imated beam may reach
nearly L400 joules. The collimated beam is then brought to Eocus at the target by a
turning mirror paraboloid combination. Figure 3 shows a plot of the Strehl ratio
throughout the system. The curve labeled “NORMAL” represents the nomi,lal case in which
each of the optical components were essentially assumed to conform to the specifications
,for each com~nent (a random peak-to-valley surface error of 0.1 1 at 10.6 micrana).
Other factors like the mounts, etc., do not contribute further to :he optical path
difference errors introduced by the elements. Further analysis showed that as long aa
the spatial filter 5** after which the large optical elements occur
tight,+ the optical elements preceding

in the s:’stem is
it have very little effect on the optical

quality’- of the beam after passing through khis spatial filter. The Strehl :atio is
very close to that of a perfect beam ( .98). As a consequence, the subsequent analysis
shifted to the large optical elements in the chain af:er the last spatial :ilter. Figure
4 showe the system optical description of the triple-pass amplifier shown in ?igure 2.

An analysis whose aim was to study and locate the cricical factors which can contri-
bute to the degradation of the optical quality of the beam at the target (as well as to
predict the expected optical Performance of khe system), was initiated.
shown in Figure 5.4

T~e :esuLt9 are
The curve (A) represents the optical performance of the nominal

case in which the optical components conformed to the specif!satione (9ac!7component waa
allowed an 0.1 i random ?eak-to-valley surface error at :0.6 microns! and ,at!lerpossi5!*
3ources of ●rror like khose introduced by the mounts, possib].emiSaliqnrnent?, 9~C. , ~’er+

not taken into account. /8) represents an sttempt to study the sffects IOF ~h-r:~tions
lntrodl]cetby the mounts, .sswell as to locate the critical eiements in :he :hain, ‘J.::nq
a r~le-of,thumb criter{on, i: was assumed that these fac:or3 can:rihuted an -~qual wwlunt
to the ~x!sting Ybecrati>ns described in IA) . (C! .iegcr!bes an actual tase :: ‘whi:h q!:
t~e 91emeEts were rqpresenterl by the Zernike pol:~nomial c~efficients at !0.5 sic”-ns.
These coef~icienta were obtained by the ?!git!zation and reduction ~? :he in:ev!?.~rnar~ms
af tt?e,lctualmanufactured components in their mounts,



The differences in rms wavefront error values are significant only In the case of the
three salts. At the target plane, the Strehl ratio is 0.49 for (A) and 0.2 for (C). The
compelling conclusion is that these three salt windows introduced an unacceptable level
of degradation of the optical performance of the system, dropping the Strehl ratio to 0.2
from an expected 0.5. In conjunction with the *JWIdOr, vigorous studies were initiated to
stady the problem and impzwe the optical quality of the large salt windows in their
mounts.

Another interesting example of an application of this type of anai:fsis had to do with
the effects on optical performance due to the double passed salt window to gnable the use
of saturable absorbers to prevent parasitic oscillations.s
be stated by examining Figure 6.

The conclusions reached can
Considering the diameter at the target plane of 200

microns, the encircled energy is 86 percent (and the Strehl ratio of 0.49) for the case
~ithout the saturable absorber and 67.5 par cent (Strehl ratio of 0.16) for khe caae with
the saturable absorber. This would tend to indicate that the case without the saturable
absorber is the better choice. However, in absolute terms, becauae of the 1200 joules
attainable with the saturable absorber as opposed to 600 joules attainable without satur-
able absorber, the peak irradiance is only slightly lower for the case using the satur-
able absorber+ and the actual amount OF useful energy** is considerably greater. AlSO ,
the lower value of Strehl (.15) actually is a distinct advantage here ir that the ●nergy
density distribution is far more uniform than that for the
ber usage.

case without saturable absor-

Concldsions

The analysis techniques ●nd methods used to characterize the various ooticel compo-
nents and predict the performance of the LASL COP laser fusion systems appear to be
quite u~ef.Jl in understanding and optimizing the optical performance Of these
sy9tems.

complex

Encircled energy and beam quality measurements have not yet been performed in the
Helios system to the levels of accuracy needed to verify the computations reported in
this paper. However, burn paper measurements mada
the9e results.

in the Hellos system tend t~ support
Also, computation of beam sizes and intensity levels Eor various experi-

ments near the target Focal plane hav9 been experimentally verified to work well.
Similar computations for the Gemini C02 laser fusion system have been experimentally
verified. This excellent aqrqement between -the computations and the experiments is
r9ported in another paper in these ~r~ceedings.~

It ,app~ars :hat these orograms, as well as the apprmsche. described in this ~aper,
can be successfully used ‘in the analysis, understanding, and optimization of similar
complex, coherent electro-optical sy9tems which defy conventional approaches based on ray
kracinq.
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